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Bullis Summer Booster Camp

Once upon a time, there was a Adjective group of students who were attending the Bullis Summer

Booster Camp! The students were having such a great time at camp- they loved the activities, the teachers, the

counselors, and especially all the Adjective food. One day, the children were enjoying a Noun

when suddenly a unicorn flew down from the blue sky above. The unicorn looked like a normal Animal ,

but with wings! The children were in shock when the unicorn landed in the middle of the snack area and started

Verb - Present ends in ING away on the carrots that the group was eating for snack. One brave student decided

to Verb - Base Form over and try to pet the unicorn. When the student carefully touched the fur of the

magical animal, a puff of Noun rose from the animal's body! The unicorn made a silly noise and turned

to look at the student. Verb - Present ends in ING the carrot in its mouth, the unicorn used its BODYPART to

motion for the student to hop on. The camper was so excited

and jumped on the unicorn's back, riding it like a regular horse. All the other campers' jaws Adverb

dropped as the lucky camper rode off into the sky on the unicorn, holding onto its Noun to steer and not

fall off. Once they were out of sight, the camp started buzzing with talk about how this was the

Adjective - Ends in EST and best summer camp ever!
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